
Urban Medical 1701 

Chapter 1701: The chance is slim! 

Roar! 

 

At this time, the Scarlet Fire Qilin suddenly appeared, and he was also surrounded by Earth Spirit 

Xuanwu, Storm Ice Phoenix, and Evil Tiger! 

 

These four monsters are all the strength of the Great Fortune Realm. 

 

In spring, summer, autumn and winter, the inheritance of the demon saint is guarded by them. 

 

"Everyone, be prepared to fight with all your strength, they are here!" 

 

At this time, the Scarlet Fire Qilin opened his mouth and stared at the exit in front of him. They had 

already noticed that the Demon Lord Ghost rushed over with an army of monsters. 

 

It's just that the strength of the four of them is simply not enough. As for the monster beasts on the cliff, 

they only blocked it for a period of time, and they all died in battle! 

 

Of the four demons, only Ghost Demon Lord appeared alone. As for where the other three demons 

were, it was not clear at all. 

 

"After waiting so long, the plan is finally about to succeed!" 

 

At this moment, the ghost demon king stood on the head of a monster beast and said with a smile. 

 

Everyone can see that there are countless army of monsters behind the Demon Lord Ghost. 

 

Strangely, these monsters are completely different from ordinary monsters! 

 



These monsters are full of death! 

 

As if coming from hell! 

 

These warriors took a breath. With so many monsters, it is difficult for them to rush out. 

 

These monster beasts are not only in the Hunyuan realm, but also have top gods and good fortune 

realms. 

 

This is the place that really makes them jealous. It doesn't matter how much the Primordial Realm 

comes from, the strong here can be killed. 

 

"The Demon Lord Ghost, what do you want to do? If we all die here, the various forces will never let you 

go." 

 

At this moment, the Baili family, a strong man of good fortune realm spoke. 

 

"Haha, what do you want to do? Naturally break the seal!" 

 

The Ghost Demon Lord smiled and spoke. He could have completed the plan tens of thousands of years 

ago. If it weren't for the demon saint, why postpone it until now. 

 

"The seal is broken, you should understand the consequences, we will never let you succeed if we stay 

here." 

 

At this moment, the Chi Yan Huo Qilin spoke, and they knew a thing or two about the seal. 

 

"Haha, you can't stop me today!" 

 

As soon as the ghost of the corpse fell off, the bell in his hand buzzed. 



 

These lifeless monsters fought madly, and thousands of monsters gathered together in an extremely 

terrifying aura. 

 

The battle broke out at this moment! 

 

Ye Chen jumped off the ring and directly joined the battlefield. Now everyone is a grasshopper on a 

rope. 

 

Once something happens, everyone can't live. 

 

Stabbed! 

 

Ye Chen slashed on the monster's head, and the headless monster was able to rush over. 

 

boom! boom! 

 

Ye Chen slashed over with a sword and waited until the monster beast completely turned into a blood 

mist. 

 

These monsters didn't know the pain at all, and they were just a killing machine. 

 

In their eyes, there is only killing. 

 

The red flame fire unicorn and the three demon beasts of the good fortune realm, head straight for the 

ghost demon! 

 

The ghostly corpse demon king's body was full of devilish energy, and he didn't know when he had 

already breached the second layer of the good fortune realm. 

 



It is impossible for the Scarlet Fire Qilin to kill the Demon Lord Ghost, and the two are only restraining 

each other. 

 

As for the good fortune realm of the various forces, they have been besieged by monsters long ago, and 

it is impossible to free up their hands to help! 

 

"what!" 

 

A martial artist was bitten by a demon beast, and within a moment, surrounded by death, he went crazy 

and rushed into the crowd. 

 

Ye Chen's face was solemn, if they kept dragging on like this, they would all die here. 

 

Currently the two are holding each other back, but Ye Chen knows that once the Bloodthirsty Demon 

Lord and the Heavenly Fiend Demon Lord come over. 

 

The battlefield will change instantly! 

 

At that time, it will be a real disaster for them! 

 

"Cold Bing Jianjue!" 

 

Ye Chen raised his brows, and the whole person roared, and the Hedao artifact in his hand burst out 

with bright light. 

 

Zheng! Zheng! Zheng! 

 

His whole body was filled with the aura of the law of ice, the monster beast besieging him, instantly 

turned into an ice sculpture. 

 

boom! 



 

Ye Chen raised his arm, and at this moment, a sword fell in the blink of an eye! 

 

Click! 

 

The monster beast instantly shattered into fragments, and the monster that besieged him was only a 

layer of heaven in the Hunyuan and Hedao realms. 

 

For Ye Chen, it was easy to kill, but there were too many monsters, and there was a steady stream of 

monsters coming. 

 

No one knows how many there are! 

 

A look of despair appeared on the faces of many warriors, and if this continues, they will be consumed 

sooner or later! 

 

They must find a way to rush out! 

 

It's just that the road to the rear is obviously blocked. What are the chances of getting out? 

 

They are now turtles in the urn! 

 

"Hey, so much wonderful blood, it's really tempting!" 

 

At this time, the bloodthirsty demon appeared in the void, and his breath had already broken through 

the second layer of the good fortune realm. 

 

Ye Chen's complexion changed slightly. Both the Bloodthirsty Demon Lord and the Ghost Demon Lord 

broke through to the second level of the good fortune realm, and the Tiansha Demon Lord and the 

Ghost Underworld Demon Lord might be the same. 

 



The bloodthirsty demon joined the battlefield, and the red firework unicorn and the other three 

monsters could no longer hold on. 

 

They are only the first level of the good fortune realm, facing two second-level strong men, they are not 

opponents at allBoom! " 

 

The bloodthirsty demon slapped a fist on the body of the red firework Qilin! 

 

The Chiyan Fire Qilin let out a scream, and the entire figure flew out and fell to the ground. 

 

A blood hole appeared on its body, and the red firework Qilin was dying at this moment. 

 

No longer have the ability to fight! 

 

The Chi Yanhuo Qilin was seriously injured, and the other three monsters guarding the cemetery of the 

demon holy cemetery couldn't resist it. 

 

The defeat is only a matter of time! 

 

Ye Chen's arms trembled slightly, and he was waving his sword every second. 

 

These monsters, as if they can never be killed, every time they kill a wave. 

 

Another wave of monsters rushed over immediately! 

 

At this time, Ye Chen could only take out ten Hedao artifacts and ten Hunyuan Immortal artifacts, and 

murmured in the corner of his mouth: "Thousand soldiers burst!" 

 

boom! 

 



The scope of the explosion was earth-shattering, and a hole was directly exploded under the entire 

palace. 

 

"Everyone, get closer to Ye Chen!" 

 

At this time, a top **** spoke. 

 

At present, it is safest to be by Ye Chen's side. Ye Chen, who has a thousand soldiers, is simply a walking 

weapon! 

 

Some warriors began to move closer to Ye Chen, and if they dragged on like this, they could only 

become monsters. 

 

Although there are top gods, most of their strength lies in the fifth level of the Hedao realm. 

 

Facing such a monster, he was helpless! 

 

Liang Xueyue and Ji Lin came to Ye Chen's side and slowly said, "Ye Chen, what should we do now?" 

 

This is no way to continue, the chance of wanting to rush out is too small. 

 

"Wait!" 

 

Ye Chen said a word, they can only wait for the current situation. 

 

He didn't believe that the demon saint had not left behind, and neither the Tiansha Demon nor the 

Guiming Demon appeared, it must be something waiting. 

Chapter 1702: Suppress everything! 

This battle has just begun! 

 



"Ye Chen, your thousands of soldiers exploded, can you take us out!" 

 

At this time, a top **** spoke. 

 

They have seen Ye Chen's explosive power. 

 

The martial artists around looked at Ye Chen, their eyes gleaming. 

 

Now if it is said that there is the most chance to escape here, only Ye Chen can let them leave. 

 

Ye Chen shook his head slightly, if he could use Qianbing Blast to leave, he would stay here? 

 

Thousands of soldiers burst is not a panacea, it needs to consume his soul power. 

 

At present, it is not clear how many monsters are in the army. Once the power of the soul is used up, Ye 

Chen will be a lamb to be slaughtered. 

 

Seeing Ye Chen shaking his head, everyone's bright eyes became dim. 

 

This is a battle without hope! 

 

"Bloodthirsty Demon, you should know what the consequences will be once the seal is broken!" 

 

At this time, the Chi Fireworks Kylin stood on the ground and roared! 

 

"Hahaha! Consequences? How would I care!" 

 

The bloodthirsty demon smiled grimly, a big hand turned into a monstrous blood, slapped it over. 

 



boom! 

 

Chi Yan Huo Qilin was already seriously injured, and there was no way to resist it. 

 

This slap left its body scarred, let alone fighting, I'm afraid it won't even have the strength to speak. 

 

Liang Xueyue burst out terrifying toxins, causing the surrounding monsters to be eroded by the toxins 

immediately. 

 

As for Ji Lin, Ye Chen didn't let her fight at all, and the innate poison body could never be exposed. 

 

"Bloodthirsty Demon Lord, your wolf ambition!" 

 

At this time, a mechanical sound came, and a green bull stood in the void. 

 

Qing Niu's huge body is surrounded by a snake! 

 

Tian Mang Qing Niu! 

 

The Heavenly Mang Blue Bull in the third layer of the good fortune realm is also the strongest guardian 

in the demon saint secret realm! 

 

At the moment when everyone saw the sky barbarian blue bull, the fire of hope was ignited, and the 

powerhouse of the third-tier heaven in the good fortune realm was able to change everything! 

 

"You dead cow, you can finally give it up!" 

 

The ghost demon spoke in a hoarse voice, and they had known about Tianman Qingniu. 

 



Ye Chen's face didn't change in any way. Since the ghost demon Lord and the others knew the existence 

of the Sky Barbarian Blue Bull, and they dared to make a move, there must be a way to deal with it. 

 

Otherwise, I would not choose to break out of war! 

 

"At the beginning, the master suppressed you, I hope you can understand that the seal cannot be 

opened, I hope you repent, who knows you will not change!" 

 

Tianman Qingniu said in a cold voice. 

 

The Bloodthirsty Demon sneered, and didn't say much, now everything is nonsense. 

 

Only the winner can decide everything! 

 

"Ghost Demon, are you old guy better!" 

 

At this moment, the Demon Lord of the Demon Sword spoke, and a figure appeared in the void. 

 

"Okay, it's already done, just wait for this dead cow to show up!" 

 

Guiming Demon Lord was entwined with ghost energy, took out a token, directly crushed it! 

 

Hum! Hum! Hum! 

 

At this time, there was a buzzing sound from the floor of the palace. 

 

Click! 

 

On the ground of the palace, a series of dark green formations appeared continuously. 



 

Formation? 

 

Ye Chen frowned when he saw the dark green formations under his feet. 

 

He didn't know when Gui Ming Demon Lord arranged the formation, and he was able to arrange the 

formation quietly. 

 

His talent in the formation is definitely a grandmaster level! 

 

"Ghost and Ghost Array, specially prepared for you, a dead cow!" 

 

The ghost and the devil uttered a dirty laugh. They had already planned all this for a long time, and it 

had taken too long to wait for this day! 

 

"what!" 

 

At this time, a strong man of the Sixth-tier Heaven in the Hedao Realm suddenly burst out with a 

scream. 

 

An illusory ghost, one arm penetrated his body, holding his entire heart! 

 

Ghosts are everywhere, and the originally difficult situation has become even more difficult! 

 

What should I do now? 

 

There was confusion in their hearts, and if this went on, death would only happen sooner or later. 

 

"Thinking that just one formation can trap this seat!" 

 



Tianman Qingniu smiled disdainfully, and the pair of horns above his head shone with blue light. 

 

At this moment, the rays of light burst out with a terrifying aura, bursting out in a sudden! 

 

Countless monsters died instantly, and the ghost made a miserable cry. However, the Tianman Qingniu 

didn't notice. Behind him, a figure suddenly appeared. 

 

"Senior, be careful, behind you!" 

 

At this moment Ye Chen roared, and Tianman Qingniu heard Ye Chen's words and turned around and 

kicked it out. 

 

However, it was too late, the Demon Lord Tiansha fisted against his body! 

 

boom! 

 

A muffled sound erupted from a fist, and the entire body of Tianman Qingniu fell to the ground in a 

sudden. 

 

Fortunately, Ye Chen reminded that otherwise this fist would be enough to kill Tianman Qingniu when 

he was not prepared! 

 

"Tiansha Demon Lord, you have long been a powerhouse in the third layer of the good fortune realm!" 

 

At this time, Tianman Qingniu's body stood up, a pair of eyes, glaring at Tiansha Demon Lord! 

 

One wave after another, no one would have thought that the Demon Lord of Heaven would have 

returned to the third level of the good fortune realm. 

 

If Tiansha Demon Lord had taken the shot, I am afraid that no one would be his opponent. 



 

The stronger the realm, the gap between each small realm  is completely different. 

 

Regardless of the martial artists on the scene, there are powerhouses at the first level of the good 

fortune realm, but in front of the third floor of the good fortune realm, you can massacre at will! 

 

"If you don't have any strength, how can you open the seal!" 

 

A look of disdain appeared at the corner of Tiansha Demon Lord's mouth, for this moment, they waited 

too long. 

 

This time can only succeed, not fail! 

 

"Tianman Qingniu, you are not my opponent, let the demon saint come out!" 

 

With a word from the Demon Lord, everyone present looked shocked! 

 

Is the demon saint really alive? 

 

If the demon saint is still alive, wouldn't it be easy to solve everything? They also have the hope of living. 

 

Tianman Qingniu did not speak, but his eyes had already expressed everything! 

 

He is not the opponent of Tiansha Demon Lord! 

 

The Four Demons were the same level as Demon Saint tens of thousands of years ago. 

 

Even though their strength drops, they don't know how many methods they use. 

 



Ye Chen looked at the scene in front of him, his strength was not enough to participate in the top battle. 

 

Whether or not he can win at the moment depends on the demon saint's successor. 

 

Since the demon saint hadn't died yet, he probably knew all this for a long time. 

 

But Ye Chen had already guessed that the strength of Demon Saint might not be in its heyday. 

 

Otherwise, the moment the Four Demons broke the seal, the demon saint had already directly 

suppressed it, so why wait until now! 

 

The Tianman Green Bull figure rushed into the void, came to the coffin, and knelt directly beside the 

coffin. 

 

"Master, the Four Demons still want to break the seal, please take action to suppress it!" 

 

Tianman Qingniu finished speaking and waited quietly, not just him, everyone dare not breathe. 

 

In their hearts, they could only think of the demon saint coming out to suppress everything. 

 

At this moment, the coffin suddenly opened, and a terrifying breath broke out! 

Chapter 1703: Ye Chen's qualifications 

 

The Four Demon frowned, and this breath was definitely of the Demon Saint level. 

 

Is the strength of the demon saint still in its heyday? 

 

If this is the case, the four of them can only die here. 

 



There was a strong shock from the sarcophagus. 

 

At this time, a stalwart figure slowly stood up. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen also saw the face of the demon saint, not so handsome, but it gave people a 

sense of majesty. 

 

At this moment, the eyes of the demon saint slowly opened, and a pair of immortal eyes stared at the 

four demons. 

 

"I suppress you and hope that you will regret it. Who knows that you still embarked on this road of no 

return!" 

 

The demon saint spoke slowly. 

 

The Four Demons did not speak, feeling the breath of the demon saint. How could they give up after 

preparing for tens of thousands of years? 

 

"Demon saint, you should know that the seal will be broken sooner or later! It is better to let us open 

the seal directly." 

 

Tiansha Demon Lord spoke indifferently, he could perceive that the aura of Demon Saint was not strong. 

 

Just like him, only the powerhouse of the third layer of the good fortune realm. 

 

The demon saint is the same as them, that peak strength is long gone! 

 

The demon saint had already died, and now he was able to stand up and speak, and he was only relying 

on secret techniques. 

 



"It can be counted as day by day, and it can also preserve a ray of life for the creatures of Lingwu 

Continent." 

 

A look of pain flashed in Yaosheng's eyes. 

 

"Bloodthirsty Demon Lord, Ghost Demon Lord, Ghost Underworld Demon Lord, you three don't have to 

hide your strength!" 

 

With a word from the demon saint, the three bloodthirsty demon kings no longer hide their strength, 

and the breath of the whole body burst out directly. 

 

The three of them turned out to be powerhouses in the third-tier heaven of the good fortune realm. 

 

Endless magic surrounds everything! 

 

No matter how powerful the Demon Saint is, his strength is the third level of the good fortune realm. 

How can one person face four, how can he defeat it? 

 

"Four inheritors, go to the ring!" 

 

With a wave of the demon saint's big hand, Ye Chen and the other three inheritors, unable to control 

their bodies, came to the top of the ring. 

 

"Take out your heritage treasures and fight with me today!" 

 

Ye Chen heard the words of the demon saint, no longer hesitated, and directly took the bleeding magic 

sword! 

 

The other three inheritors each took out three treasures, a spear, a tripod, and a compass, and placed 

them on the ring! 

 



Seeing this scene, the demon saint pinched his finger to completely arouse the power of the four things! 

 

Buzzing! 

 

The four treasures suddenly burst into bright light, and a burst of soft energy poured into their bodies. 

 

Ye Chen's realm, the crazy growth, from the Hunyuan realm to the first level of good fortune realm, the 

genius stopped. 

 

The realm skyrocketed wildly, Ye Chen clenched his fists and felt a huge force. 

 

It's just that the Blood Demon Sword can't be used now! 

 

"Since you want to unlock the seal, why don't I have a back hand?" 

 

The demon saint said indifferently, these inherited weapons contained his previous energy. 

 

Just in case, someday the Four Demons still want to unlock the seal and make preparations. 

 

There was no change on the faces of the Four Demons, and the Demon Lord Tiansha smiled and said, 

"How about you let them break into the realm of good fortune? These powers are not theirs, there is 

always a limit." 

 

Although Ye Chen's strength skyrocketed in a short period of time, they certainly won't last long. 

 

As long as they hold on, the victory will naturally be theirs. 

 

The demon saint can't stop them from breaking the seal! 

 

"Fight with me!" 



 

The demon saint had no expression on his face and spoke directly. The whole figure flew towards the 

four demons and rushed over. 

 

Ye Chen stood tall in the sky, facing the bloodthirsty demon! 

 

"Little baby, I can kill you with one move!" 

 

The bloodthirsty demon looked at Ye Chen with a mocking expression flashing across his mouth. 

 

What about Ye Chen's breakthrough to the highest level of good fortune? He is a powerhouse in the 

third layer of the good fortune realm, and one move can kill Ye Chen in seconds. 

 

"war!" 

 

Ye Chen took out the He Dao artifact, there was no extra nonsense at all, and the whole person came to 

the bloodthirsty demon at lightning speed. 

 

Stabbed! 

 

Ye Chen clenched the Hedao divine weapon, a sword cut out suddenly, the bloodthirsty demon smiled 

without saying a word, then raised his hand and slapped it. 

 

The bloodthirsty demon ruled his hands like scarlet blood, slapped with monstrous power. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen seemed to be filled with an endless sea of blood. 

 

cut! 

 



Ye Chen cut out abruptly with a sword. In an instant, he raised his other arm, his five fingers clenched 

into a fist. 

 

boom! 

 

The moment he and the bloodthirsty demon slap contact, Ye Chen takes five steps back. 

 

"It's just ants, how about a short-term promotion!" 

 

The bloodthirsty demon spoke in a mocking voice, then took out a formation flag, and with a big wave, 

endless blood gushing out of the flag. 

 

"Cold Bing Jianjue!" 

 

Ye Chen murmured at the corner of his mouth, then raised his hand and cut it out suddenly. 

 

The law of ice exploded around him. 

 

The sky was freezing in an instant, Ye Chen broke through to the good fortune realm, and his strength 

naturally didn't need words. 

 

Stabbed! 

 

A sword slashed on the blood water, visible to the naked eye, the blood water was in two halves! 

 

It's just that the blood did not disappear, but swept from the left and right sides. 

 

The people below, while resisting the monster beast, watched the battle above. 

 



In this battle, the winning or losing under them has become unimportant. The only thing that can 

determine the victory or defeat is the battle in the void. 

 

Ye Chen's figure kept retreating, but at this time the body of the bloodthirsty demon suddenly came 

behind him. 

 

boom! 

 

The bloodthirsty demon slapped Ye Chen directly on the back! 

 

hiss! 

 

Ye Chenqiang endured the burning pain in his back, turned around and cut out with a sword! 

 

Click! 

 

With a sword down, the sky buzzed, but the figure of the bloodthirsty demon had long since 

disappeared. 

 

"Dirty, little beast, you are not qualified if you want to hit me!" 

 

The bloodthirsty demon didn't know where he was hiding in the void, and there was an arrogant 

laughter. 

 

Ye Chen's brows were furrowed, and the bloodthirsty demon's methods were too weird. It was no way 

for him to continue like this. 

 

Currently he doesn't even know where the bloodthirsty demon is hiding! 

 

At this moment, the bloodthirsty demon suddenly appeared on Ye Chen's right side and slammed his 

fist. 



 

Ye Chen keenly sensed the danger, grabbed the fist of the bloodthirsty demon with one hand, and then 

slapped it. 

 

Ye Chen had already been prepared for the bloodthirsty demon's sneak attack just now. 

 

"Snapped!" 

 

Although this slap didn't cause much damage, it made the bloodthirsty demon violent. 

 

This is slapped him in the face, how can he not be angry! 

 

"Little beast, I think you are looking for death!" 

 

A battle spear appeared in the hands of the bloodthirsty demon, with cold light bursting from the spear 

head. 

 

A shot pierced Ye Chen's body. 

 

There was no change on Ye Chen's face, and his figure kept backing away. When the Bloodthirsty Demon 

stabbed him, he directly blocked it with the Hedao artifact. 

 

"The years go by!" 

 

At the moment of blocking, the law of time in Ye Chen's body exploded frantically. 

 

This was his chance to hit the bloodthirsty demon severely, and he could never lose it! 

Chapter 1704: weakness 

Ye Chen's fingers burst out with bright light, and at this time, the bloodthirsty demon suddenly felt a 

sense of crisis! 



 

withdraw! 

 

Originally, the bloodthirsty demon wanted to continue to attack, but he didn't hesitate to feel this sense 

of crisis, and he just retreated. 

 

boom! 

 

The power of the years flew down suddenly, hitting the bloodthirsty demon directly in the chest! 

 

"Pouch." 

 

The bloodthirsty demon spouted out of blood, and the power of the law of time constantly shattered his 

vitality. 

 

Fortunately, the bloodthirsty demon retreated quickly, otherwise this blow was enough to cause him 

serious injury. 

 

Ye Chen secretly regretted that if he was given another breath, the Bloodthirsty Demon Lord might not 

have the strength to fight again now. 

 

The law of time is the top law, and its power is self-evident! 

 

The bloodthirsty demon stretched out a finger, and the blood in his body surged, bursting out a 

terrifying breath. 

 

"Little baby, since you can understand the law of time, you can't keep it!" 

 

Although Ye Chen's own realm is not high, but given him a certain amount of time, one day sooner or 

later, he will reach the same height as them! 

 



"Blood God Finger!" 

 

The finger of the bloodthirsty demon mobilized the qi and blood in his body. At this moment, it seemed 

that there was only a boundless blood left between the whole world. 

 

Ye Chen's entire face was solemn, and with strange gestures in his hands, behind him was a basaltic 

monster, continuously condensing! 

 

This is the Four Gods Secret Art that Ye Chen obtained from the strong fortune realm! 

 

And he found that combined with Gengjin Qi, it would be stronger! 

 

"Xuanwu monster, suppress the Quartet!" 

 

Roar! 

 

Xuanwu dragged his huge body directly to the front of Ye Chen. 

 

The huge body shields Ye Chen, and the basaltic beast is known as the strongest defense in the world! 

 

At this moment, the blood **** finger burst out! 

 

boom! 

 

At the moment of the explosion, the basalt beast let out an angry roar. 

 

Click! 

 

There were cracks in the body of the Xuanwu divine beast, and not only that, these cracks continued to 

expand. 



 

The terrifying aura made all the warriors take a breath. 

 

If this continues, I'm afraid it won't be long before the basalt beast will explode completely. 

 

Ye Chen was behind, clutching the Hedao artifact, and the spiritual power in his body poured out 

frantically. 

 

"Years kill the sword!" 

 

The law of time broke out. At this moment, it seemed that the whole world had stopped, and only Ye 

Chen was left! 

 

"cut!" 

 

Ye Chen roared, and suddenly cut out with a sword! 

 

At the moment it was cut out, Ye Chen's figure moved like a ghost. 

 

"Little Wawa wants to attack me, you are not qualified!" 

 

The bloodthirsty demon sneered disdainfully, and he had noticed it when Ye Chen came behind him. 

 

Then he slapped it out, and the moment the two touched each other, Ye Chen took two steps back. 

 

It's just that the bloodthirsty demon is not much better, and he spouts blood. 

 

The bloodthirsty demon king looked terrifying, and he never thought that he would be injured by a good 

fortune realm! 

 



And it's still a short-term improvement garbage! 

 

"Bloodthirsty Demon, a quick fight!" 

 

At this time, the Demon Lord of the Heavenly Fiends spoke, and the pressure of the Lord of the Demon 

Heavenly Fiend against the demon saint was very high. 

 

No way, the strength of the demon saint is too strong! 

 

After all, the demon saint was able to suppress the four demons by himself at the beginning, and now 

they are fighting against the realm, they are not the opponent of the demon saint at all. 

 

Ye Chen glanced, the battle in the void was very delicately balanced, but once someone was defeated, 

this balance would be broken in an instant. 

 

In the scene, Ye Chen's strength was the lowest, even relying on the strength of weapons, he only broke 

through to the highest level of good fortune. 

 

The only gap at present is the bloodthirsty demon here. 

 

A wry smile appeared at the corner of the bloodthirsty demon's mouth, it was not that he didn't want to 

defeat Ye Chen. 

 

The strength of the main Ye Chen is a bit too evil. If he had a normal good fortune level, he would have 

suppressed it with one hand long ago, how could he keep it for now. 

 

Ye Chen directly put away the Hedao artifact and sensed that the Blood Demon Sword on the ring could 

be used. He held it with his five fingers, and then the Blood Demon Sword flew into his hand instantly, 

staring at the Bloodthirsty Demon Lord with cold eyes. 

 

He must work hard now, because the bloodthirsty demon is ready to make an all-out effort to solve him 

as soon as possible. 



 

The killing breath of the Blood Demon Sword filled Ye Chen's mind. Within a moment, Ye Chen's eyes 

became scarlet, and the whole person became weird. 

 

The endless devilish energy is like a monstrous beast, devouring Ye Chen! 

 

The sky changes! 

 

The blood moon outlines! 

 

The four demons sensed the familiar devil energy, and their expressions changed slightly. 

 

They never thought that a human being could actually inspire such a powerful devilish energy? 

 

Could it be that this kid entered the magic way? 

 

Since it is a magic way, why not help them, but help the demon saint? 

 

Even the calm face of Demon Saint was slightly changed because of Ye Chen's enchantment. 

 

For a long time, he was not suitable for the Blood Demon Sword. 

 

He also got the Blood Demon Sword by accident. 

 

But now it seems that this kid in front of him is obviously more suitable for the Blood Demon Sword than 

him. 

 

It even gave him a illusion that the Blood Demon Sword was born for this kid. 

 



But, can this kid really control this magic sword? 

 

"kill!" 

 

Ye Chen's body was full of killing intent, and there was a trace of clarity in his heart. 

 

Seeing Ye Chen's appearance, the bloodthirsty demon became more and more serious on his face. 

 

They have dealt with the demon saint, and they know the Blood Demon Sword naturally. 

 

Fortunately, Ye Chen's current strength is a level of good fortune, or the whole person has already been 

controlled by the blood demon sword and has become a demon who only knows how to kill. 

 

The murderous intent erupted wildly, Ye Chen showed a sneer at the corner of his mouth, and the 

whole figure, like a ghost, suddenly came to the bloodthirsty demon! 

 

dead! 

 

Ye Chen clenched the Blood Demon Sword with both hands and flew directly, slashing towards the head 

of the Bloodthirsty Demon Lord. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen, who possessed the Blood Demon Sword, became extremely fast. At this 

moment, the Bloodthirsty Demon Lord did not react. 

 

boom! 

 

The blood demon sword penetrated the head of the bloodthirsty demon, and directly split his body in 

half! 

 

The people below saw this scene with a joyful expression on their faces. When the bloodthirsty demon 

dies, their chances of winning naturally become great. 



 

Ye Chen didn't have any joyful expression on his face because he didn't feel right. 

 

How did the bloodthirsty demon say that he was also a strong man tens of thousands of years ago, how 

could he be able to solve it easily? 

 

All this is too easy in Ye Chen's eyes, so something is wrong! 

 

At this moment, a drop of blood, continuously condensing, turned into a bloodthirsty demon again in 

less than five breaths of time. 

 

"Hahaha, I am a cultivating immortal blood meridian. As long as my blood remains, I am an immortal 

existence." 

 

The bloodthirsty demon laughed wildly, how could a strong man tens of thousands of years ago have no 

ability at all! 

 

Ye Chen couldn't see any expression on his face, he didn't believe that the bloodthirsty demon was an 

immortal existence. 

 

No matter how powerful the technique is, there must be weaknesses. 

 

If the bloodthirsty demon can really be immortal, wouldn't it be the invincible existence of the entire 

Lingwu Continent? 

Chapter 1705: destruction! 

 

"Ye Chen, your strength is really good, but unfortunately it ends here!" 

 

The bloodthirsty demon raised his hand, a blood-colored palm print appeared in the void, mixed with an 

aura of destruction. 

 



"Bloody Turning Palm!" 

 

The bloodthirsty demon roared, and then the slap fell for an instant. 

 

At the moment of falling, Ye Chen raised his arms, and the veins on his arms burst. 

 

Directly use his physical body to resist this slap! 

 

"what!" 

 

Ye Chen looked terrifying, and at this moment, the figure of the bloodthirsty demon came to him. 

 

The bloodthirsty demon held a battle spear and stab Ye Chen with one shot! 

 

Ye Chen showed an expression of pain, then let go of one of his arms and blasted out with a fist! 

 

boom! boom! boom! 

 

The bloodthirsty demon's figure disappeared, and Ye Chen's fist hit the void. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen released both arms directly, his figure moved quickly, and the palm print 

crashed down. 

 

The terrifying breath directly suppressed everything, and a mouthful of blood spurted out of his mouth. 

 

"God and Demon Change!" 

 

Ye Chen whispered in the corner of his mouth, although he has broken through to the realm of good 

fortune, there is still a certain gap between his strength and the bloodthirsty demon. 



 

At a speed visible to the naked eye, a blood shadow burst out of Ye Chen's body, transforming into a 

Spirit Phoenix! 

 

Naruto! 

 

A pair of eyes glared at the bloodthirsty demon! 

 

"You have got the blood of the Spirit Phoenix clan!" 

 

The bloodthirsty demon murmured at the corner of his mouth. He has survived for tens of thousands of 

years, and he has naturally seen various secret arts. 

 

The transformation of the gods and demons was a powerful secret technique at first, and then 

disappeared in the long river of years, and did not expect to flow into the hands of Ye Chen. 

 

The spirit phoenix figure rushed out like a flying shot, as fast as lightning, and came to the bloodthirsty 

demon in the blink of an eye. 

 

The speed of the spiritual phoenix is claimed to be comparable to that of the sun and the moon. 

Although it is a bit exaggerated, it can be imagined how fast the speed of the spiritual phoenix clan is! 

 

The Spirit Phoenix opened his mouth, directly biting the flesh and blood of the bloodthirsty demon, with 

a paw on his chest. 

 

Stabbed! 

 

A bloodstain broke out on the bloodthirsty demon's body, blood flowing! 

 

The speed of the spiritual phoenix has reached the extreme, and every time the bloodthirsty demon is 

about to grab the spiritual phoenix, it flashes in his hand. 



 

"Prison of Blood!" 

 

The bloodthirsty demon roared, forcing a drop of blood. 

 

This blood was condensed in the void, constantly turning into a prison and directly trapping Ling Phoenix 

and Ye Chen. 

 

Ling Phoenix was suppressed in the prison, Ye Chen's eyes condensed, and he slashed directly on the 

prison with a sword. 

 

boom! boom! boom! 

 

The prison is indestructible, and Ye Chen's current strength alone is not enough. 

 

"Little beast, let you die this time!" 

 

The Bloodthirsty Demon smiled grimly and made a strange gesture in his hand. In the void, a blood-

colored spear suddenly appeared. 

 

The spear pointed at Ye Chen's body, and a terrifying aura filled the void. 

 

Ye Chen's face changed slightly, the power of this shot was enough to cause him serious injury! 

 

If you are not careful, you can die here! 

 

"Ye Chen catch it!" 

 

At this moment, Liang Xueyue below suddenly roared and threw a jade bottle toward Ye Chen. 

 



Ye Chen held the jade bottle in his hand and took a look at it. There was a drop of blood in the jade 

bottle. 

 

In an instant, Ye Chen thought about killing the spear and fire Immortal Venerable. Liang Xueyue's 

intention was obviously to make him repeat the old trick. 

 

This blood must belong to Ji Lin! 

 

A drop of blood from the congenital poison! 

 

But now and then, Ye Chen must find a way to withstand the **** spear of the bloodthirsty demon! 

 

Ye Chen squeezed the Blood Demon Sword tightly, and then the breath on his body burst out. 

 

"Cold Bing Jianjue!" 

 

The surrounding ice law burst out frantically, and the momentum reached its peak! 

 

All over the body, the momentum is like a dragon, the fighting spirit is soaring, and I want to cut the sky! 

 

"Little beast, die for me!" 

 

The blood spear, at this moment, was like a sharp blade, rushing towards Ye Chen's body madly. 

 

The breath of horror burst out frantically. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen was holding the Blood Demon Sword, and the sword was cut out in a sudden! 

 

Stabbed! 



 

The moment the two came into contact, an aura of destruction erupted. 

 

At this moment, the prison of blood was directly shattered, and Ye Chen's whole body flew out, a 

mouthful of blood gushing out. 

 

The whole person's face was pale, as if bones were about to fall apart. 

 

The bloodthirsty demon came to Ye Chen with a grinning smile, and then said in a cold voice: "How 

about breaking through to the good fortune realm by external force? The ant can never turn over." 

 

Ye Chen did not speak, but looked at the bloodthirsty demon with cold eyes. 

 

At this moment, the bloodthirsty demon took out his battle spear, raised his hand, and prepared to 

pierce Ye Chen's heart directly with a shot. 

 

Ye Chen endured the intense pain, and then the Blood Demon Sword blocked this shot, but the huge 

power of this shot made the bones on his arm almost shattered! 

 

He held the jade bottle in his hand and threw it out. 

 

The bloodthirsty demon instinctively reacted and pierced the jade bottle with a single shot, the moment 

he pierced the jade bottle. 

 

Ye Chen had already retreated, the jade bottle shattered, and a drop of blood fell into the body of the 

bloodthirsty demon. 

 

The blood of the congenital poison erupts directly in the bloodthirsty demon. 

 

The bloodthirsty demon squirted out blood directly but the blood was all black. 

 



"Ye Chen, you actually have the blood of an innate poisonous body!" 

 

The bloodthirsty demon's face changed drastically, and he could feel that the blood of the innate poison 

was constantly destroying his vitality. 

 

"You only know now, but it's too late!" 

 

Ye Chen didn't have a good place on his body, but there was a hideous smile on his face. 

 

When Ji Lin didn't have the strength of the Divine King Realm, he could poison the Spear Fire Immortal 

Venerable in the Great Fortune Realm. 

 

Now that Ji Lin has broken through, her body is full of toxins, which has already reached a terrifying 

point. 

 

It's just that the general strong will guard against foreign objects. 

 

And the bloodthirsty demon is too confident, confident enough to have no preparation! 

 

Although the bloodthirsty demon cultivating the indestructible blood meridian can be reborn by 

dripping blood, but the blood in his body is considered to be a toxin, how can he be reborn? 

 

This time the bloodthirsty demon must die. 

 

The Bloodthirsty Demon had no idea that he would capsize in the gutter, and he didn't care when he 

saw Liang Xueyue giving Ye Chen a jade bottle just now. 

 

Liang Xueyue acquired poisonous body, the bloodthirsty demon could tell at a glance, it was definitely 

not this woman! 

 

If it is a congenital poison, I am afraid there is only the little girl next to Liang Xueyue! 



 

The bloodthirsty demon guessed it in an instant, but it was too late to say anything! 

 

The toxins of the congenital poison had already penetrated his body, and death was only a matter of 

time. 

 

"Ye Chen really didn't expect that there is a congenital beside you..." 

 

The bloodthirsty demon hadn't finished speaking, Ye Chen's whole figure burst out directly, and a sword 

was cut on his mouth. 

 

The congenital poisonous body must not be exposed! 

 

The strong man tens of thousands of years ago, a generation of bloodthirsty monsters died! 

 

This time, it is impossible for the bloodthirsty demon to want to be reborn from a drop of blood! 

Chapter 1706: Restrain 1 cut! 

 

call! 

 

Ye Chen exhaled and took away the treasures from the bloodthirsty demon! 

 

"Bloodthirsty Demon Lord!" 

 

At this time, the ghost demon roared, and the four demons had been dependent on each other, and 

now the bloodthirsty demon was dead! 

 

At the moment when the bloodthirsty demon prince died, the evil demon prince and their hearts were 

angry, and they wanted to rush to kill Ye Chen directly. 

 



It's just that they have been dragged, there is no chance at all! 

 

Although the Bloodthirsty Demon had already been killed, Ye Chen's state was not much better. 

 

At present, there is no good place on his whole body, and defeating the Bloodthirsty Demon has already 

caused him serious injuries. 

 

Ye Chen glanced at the battle of the demon saint and found that the demon king of Tiansha had been 

dragging the demon saint and never attacked. 

 

Tiansha Demon Lord also knows that he is not the opponent of Demon Saint at all, as long as he drags it. 

 

I thought that after the bloodthirsty demon had killed Ye Chen, he would let the bloodthirsty demon 

help them and kill others. 

 

In the end, the four people worked together to kill the demon saint, and their plan would be successful. 

 

But Tiansha Demon Lord never thought that Ye Chen would kill the Bloodthirsty Demon Lord! 

 

Ye Chen took out the healing pill and put it into his mouth, and then the whole figure came to the ghost 

of the devil. 

 

The inheritance of this San Xiu is a tripod, relying on the tripod's defensive power, can be tied with the 

ghost of the devil. 

 

He can't help the Demon Lord, nor can the Demon Lord defeat him. 

 

It's just that the Ghost Underworld Demon Lord is not in a hurry, after all, these people only gain the 

power of inheritance, as long as it is delayed for a while. 

 

These forces will disappear naturally. 



 

When Ye Chen joined the battlefield, holding the Blood Demon Sword, he slashed out with a sword! 

 

boom! 

 

The ghost of the devil was caught off guard, and the whole figure flew out, a trace of blood overflowing 

from the corner of his mouth. 

 

"The two of us shot together to kill him!" 

 

At this time, Ye Chen came to San Xiu and said slowly. 

 

San Xiu glanced at Ye Chen and nodded slightly. 

 

Now Ye Chen has opened the gap, and currently only needs to enlarge the gap infinitely. 

 

They have a chance of victory in this battle! 

 

"Little beast, you killed the bloodthirsty demon, the old man cannot keep you today!" 

 

Ghost Underworld Demon Lord smirked, the sword just now did not cause much injury to Ye Chen. 

 

"Eternal Evil Soul, melt into my body!" 

 

boom! 

 

At this moment, in the Demon Saint Secret Realm, the dead souls were continuously fused into the body 

of the Ghost Monarch. 

 



At this moment, Gui Ming Mojun is going to work hard! 

 

He had no choice but to make a quick fight to get rid of Ye Chen and the others. 

 

Otherwise, they would be completely disadvantaged, and it would be impossible to unlock the seal! 

 

Ye Chen frowned, and at this moment, behind Guiming Mojun, there were so many evil souls 

condensed. 

 

These souls are carrying strong resentment and monstrous evil spirits, if this continues. 

 

"Years kill the sword!" 

 

Ye Chen roared, and the Blood Demon Sword in his hand buzzed. 

 

If it continues to drag on, I am afraid that the strength of the ghost will reach a terrifying level. 

 

"Cut the mountains and rivers!" 

 

San Xiu held a simple war knife in his hand, and the aura on his whole body suddenly broke out at this 

moment! 

 

One sword, one sword, as if to cut through endless years! 

 

boom! 

 

Daoguangjianying rushed over in an instant, and a sneer smile appeared from the corner of 

Guimingmojun's mouth. 

 

The evil spirit behind the ghost of the devil rushed over in an instant. 



 

The howls of ghosts and wolves are like corpses all over the field, shocking people's hearts and souls. 

 

Not only can threaten the martial artist's body, but more importantly, the soul. 

 

In the souls of Ye Chen and San Xiu, there were so many negative emotions in their minds. 

 

"what!" 

 

San Xiu yelled with a sullen face, and hugged his head tightly with his hands. The intense pain in his head 

almost made him pass out. 

 

"Little ants, how do you know my strength, if it were not for the bloodthirsty demon to underestimate 

the enemy, I would not die!" 

 

The ghostly figure of the ghost and demon suddenly came to Ye Chen, enveloped in endless coercion. 

 

Ye Chen looked at Guiming Mojun, feeling that he couldn't breathe. 

 

"You kill the Bloodthirsty Demon Lord, and I will avenge him today!" 

 

With a slight force on Gui Ming Mojun's fingers, the San Xiu behind him suddenly rushed over and 

slashed at his back. 

 

Gui Ming Mojun quickly turned around, grabbing the San Xiu saber with one hand! 

 

"It's sad for the weak, I will train the two of you into evil souls that can never be supernatural." 

 

Guiming Mojun's sharp laughter was extremely harsh, and he wished to torture Ye Chen and the two of 

them. 



 

Ye Chen stood up, raised the Blood Demon Sword in his hand, and cut it from the head of the Demon 

Lord. 

 

At this time, the evil spirit behind the ghost of the demon took the initiative to protect the Lord, and the 

evil soul poured into the head of the ghost and demon, instantly blocking it. 

 

boom! 

 

With a sword down, let the evil spirits block it, Ye Chen couldn't see any expression on his face, and then 

he shot out with a fist! 

 

When the fists hit the back of the ghost demon king, these evil souls grabbed Ye Chen's arm with their 

fingers. 

 

"roll!" 

 

Ye Chen yelled angrily, then clenched his fist with his other arm, and beat the evil spirit behind the ghost 

of the devil! 

 

boom! 

 

With a fist down, the evil soul fell apart and finally reunited together. 

 

Guiming Mojun didn't care about Ye Chen behind him, and grabbed the collar of San Xiu with his other 

hand. 

 

The moment he grabbed his collar, the other hand released his sword  grabbed San Xiu's arm and 

twisted slightly. 

 

At the moment of twisting, a scream came from San Xiu's mouth, and the sword fell to the ground! 



 

"Kill you first, then solve Ye Chen!" 

 

Guiming Mojun murmured in his mouth, and then grabbed San Xiu's neck with one hand. 

 

There is an Evil Soul Bodyguard behind him, even if Ye Chen can break it, it will take a certain amount of 

time, he has enough time to kill this casual repair. 

 

Ye Chen was behind his back, frowning, if San Xiu died, his current state is not the opponent of Gui Ming 

Mojun at all. 

 

It's just that the evil soul behind it is a tricky existence! 

 

Ye Chen's mind turned quickly, and suddenly thought that since it is an evil soul, no matter how 

powerful it is, there are ways to restrain it. 

 

The most feared of these ghosts is fire! 

 

"Four Gods!" 

 

Ye Chen murmured in his mouth, making a strange gesture in his hand. 

 

At this moment, a lifelike phoenix appeared behind Ye Chen. 

 

At present, Ye Chen didn't have very good restraints against the flames, and now he could only rely on 

the phoenix monster in the Four Gods Art! 

 

Naruto! 

 

The phoenix divine beast uttered a cry behind Ye Chen, and the Phoenix was full of flames. 



 

The fiery flame seems to burn everything in the world! 

 

The moment the phoenix came into the world, the evil spirit behind the ghost king showed a timid look. 

 

When Ye Chen saw this scene, there was a look of joy in his eyes. 

 

Condensing the flames on the Phoenix Divine Beast is really useful! 

 

"go with!" 

 

The lifelike phoenix behind Ye Chen rushed towards the evil soul, and the moment the phoenix rushed 

past, a fiery flame burst out. 

 

The flames of World Extinction erupted directly at this moment, and a terrifying breath swept over! 

 

The evil soul behind the ghost of the devil made a hoarse sound of fear! 

 

Flame restrains all evil souls! 

Chapter 1707: 1 line of life! 

 

Guiming Mojun felt the fear of the evil soul behind him, his brows frowned, and he could only give up 

the idea of killing San Xiu. 

 

When he turned around, he wanted to block Ye Chen's attack, but the speed of Phoenix was too fast. 

 

When Guiming Mojun wanted to turn around, it was too late! 

 

boom! 



 

The moment the phoenix and the evil soul touched, a terrifying sound erupted. 

 

Within these sounds, the painful cry of the evil soul came, which was extremely harsh! 

 

"what!" 

 

The evil spirits are closely related to the evil spirits of the ghost and the demon lord. Both are 

prosperous, and both are lost! 

 

The death of the evil souls has led to the weakening of the strength of the ghost of the devil! 

 

There is something special about the casual repairman who has gained the inheritance who can persist 

in the ring for so long! 

 

I saw a hot lotus in San Xiu's hands! 

 

The lotus exploded with a holy and hot breath, specifically to restrain evil souls! 

 

This holy lotus floated from the hands of the casual practitioner to the void. In the void, the lotus was 

torn apart. 

 

Blossoming petals fell in the void, rushing to the ghost of the devil. 

 

Ye Chen could tell at a glance that the flame of this lotus flower was many times stronger than the 

phoenix he condensed! 

 

The phoenix that Ye Chen condensed mainly relied on the secret technique, and there was no way to 

compare with the real phoenix beast. 

 



If the phoenix divine beast were to come to the world, I am afraid that a spit of flame would be able to 

kill the ghost and the devil in seconds! 

 

These petals can be tracked, no matter how the ghost and the devil dodge, they will not let go! 

 

Ye Chen knew in his heart that now is the best chance to severely inflict heavy damage on the ghost of 

the devil! 

 

"Phoenix comes to the world, the flame of extinction!" 

 

Ye Chen whispered in the corner of his mouth, and the phoenix behind him suddenly rushed out at this 

moment. 

 

The phoenix pounced on the ghost and the devil, and the two fought, and he had no way to avoid it. 

 

Form an encircling circle around the front, back, left and right, completely enveloping the ghost and 

devil! 

 

boom! 

 

At this moment, it exploded directly on the body of the ghost! 

 

Ye Chen came to the front of San Xiu, his eyes solemnly looked inside the explosion range. 

 

The two of them didn't know exactly what kind of injury Guiming Mojun suffered now. 

 

They just have to prepare for the worst! 

 

"Ah, you two little beasts!" 

 



At this time, there was an angry roar from Ghost Underworld Demon Lord, rushing out of the explosion 

range. 

 

It was also at this time that Ye Chen and San Xiu saw the state of the ghost king. 

 

At this moment, the ghost of the ghost is extremely miserable, and his clothes are in tatters. Not only 

that, but he is full of blood, and the evil soul behind him has long since disappeared! 

 

Guiming Mojun's face was pale, like a beggar walking out of a slum! 

 

With a pair of sharp claws, he rushed towards Ye Chen frantically. 

 

There was a sneer from the corner of Ye Chen's mouth, and there was no difference between the ghost 

of the ghost and the dying counterattack. 

 

"The years go by!" 

 

The spiritual power in Ye Chen burst out frantically and condensed in his fingers. 

 

A bright light burst out from the fingertips, and suddenly burst out at this moment! 

 

The law of time is flowing crazily at this moment, erupting like no money. 

 

Stabbed! 

 

With one finger down, the power of the law of time submerged directly into the body of the ghost. 

 

The law of time kept destroying his vitality in his body, and at the speed visible to the naked eye, the 

body of Guiming Demon Lord kept getting dry. 

 



When he rushed over, Guiming Mojun's eyes sunken, not only that, his arms were like a dry old man. 

 

The current Ghost Underworld Demon Lord doesn't even have the strength to speak. 

 

There was a sneer at the corner of Ye Chen's mouth, and then one hand directly grabbed Gui Ming 

Mojun's arm. He didn't need much strength at all, he twisted slightly! 

 

"Crack!" 

 

Gui Ming Mojun's arm exploded directly, his mouth opened slightly to say something, but after all, he 

didn't say it. 

 

Ye Chen raised his hand and slapped Gui Ming Mojun's head directly with a slap. 

 

The head of Guiming Mojun directly exploded at this moment, and there was no bones left! 

 

"Ah! Ghost Underworld Demon Lord!" 

 

The ghost demon king stood by, his eyes were blood red, and no one thought that Ye Chen, an ant, 

would kill two people in a row! 

 

Now there are only the Ghost Demon Lord and the Sky Fiend Demon Lord, and the probability of them 

two unlocking the seal is almost zero. 

 

After two successive battles, the spiritual power in Ye Chen's body was running out. 

 

If it weren't for Ye Chen's ability to leapfrog, he would not be an opponent when the Bloodthirsty 

Demon attacked him. 

 

"Ye Chen, my name is Yuan Long, I want to join your killing sect!" 



 

At this moment, the San Xiu came to Ye Chen and said seriously. 

 

Although Ye Chen's true cultivation base is not as good as him. 

 

But in the previous battle, he seemed to have seen the birth of a top powerhouse in Lingwu Continent! 

 

The only thing that can be good with Ye Chen right now is this killing sect. 

 

A strange look flashed in Ye Chen's eyes, but he didn't ask much, and finally nodded gently. 

 

In the killing of the sect, Yuan Long joining is definitely adding a general! 

 

"Kill Zong, you are welcome to join!" 

 

Ye Chen was able to harvest a general, and his heart was full of joy. If a force wants to develop, it must 

have a potential warrior. 

 

Yuan Long was able to get the inheritance of the demon saint, he was extraordinary in itself! 

 

Ye Chen turned his head and glanced at the Ghost Demon So far they only need to kill the Ghost Demon. 

 

When the time comes, they will join forces to deal with the evil demon Lord, and their conspiracy will 

not succeed! 

 

Ye Chen could feel that the spiritual power in his body was losing slightly, although the rate of loss was 

not fast. 

 

But they don't have much time, and they must solve the last two within a certain period of time. 

 



Ye Chen took out two space-time soldiers and five artifacts, he had no time to spend with the ghost 

demon. 

 

This time must be a quick fight! 

 

When Ye Chen took out the Space-Time Soldier and the Divine Weapon, Yuan Long's mouth twitched 

slightly. 

 

Everyone has seen the power of a thousand soldiers exploding in the Western Regions! 

 

It can be said that Ye Chen has a big killer that is walking with a thousand soldiers, and anyone who sees 

it will be frightened. 

 

"You corpse demon lord, your conspiracy is completely shattered, you will definitely die!" 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen rushed into the void, staring at the Demon Lord Ghost, and Yuan Long stood 

beside him! 

 

Three fights one, the ghost demon is powerless to recover! 

 

"Haha, the old man has lived for endless years, so why not be afraid of death!" 

 

The ghost demon standing in the void, laughing wildly, quite a feeling of heroic twilight. 

 

"Tiansha Demon Lord, the old man is one step ahead and must avenge us!" 

 

At this moment, the Demon Lord of the Devil came out with a roar, and the devil energy in his body was 

flowing wildly at this moment. 

 

Ye Chen's face changed slightly, and now the Demon Lord of the Devil was planning to explode. 



 

This is the blew of the third-tier heavenly powerhouse in the good fortune realm. No one knows how 

terrifying the power can be. 

 

No one thought that the Demon Lord of the Devil would be so crazy. 

 

Everyone can see what the Demon Lord Ghostly did. If he doesn't blew himself up, he won't be able to 

recover. 

 

If he blew himself up, he could also bring a ray of life to the Demon Lord. 

Chapter 1708: The invitation of the demon saint! 

 

If he blew himself up, he would directly blow up the three of Ye Chen to death. That day, Sha Demon 

Lord only had to face the demon saint, and he would have a chance. 

 

If the three of them do not die, the Demon Lord of the Devil is unable to return to the sky! 

 

"A thousand soldiers exploded!" 

 

Ye Chen roared with anger, and now he must stop the Demon Lord Ghost from exploding. 

 

Once the ghost demon king succeeded in exploding, these people would not die and would not have the 

ability to fight again. 

 

Ye Chen directly threw out the Space-Time Soldier and Hedao artifact. 

 

Space-time soldiers and Hedao artifacts buzzed in the void. 

 

The horror aura diffused at this moment, and there was not only the aura of weapons in the void, but 

also the aura of Ghost Demon Lord about to explode. 



 

At this moment, all eyes were on Ye Chen, hoping that he could prevent the Demon Lord Ghost from 

exploding. 

 

You must know that the power of the Demon Lord's self-detonation not only threatened the three of Ye 

Chen, but even the warriors below would be killed and injured. 

 

"Young Master, are you sure!" 

 

At this moment Yuan Long had changed his mind. Since he agreed to join Ye Chen's forces, he naturally 

could not be called Ye Chen. 

 

As far as he knew, the people who killed the sect were called Young Master Ye Chen! 

 

"I am not sure about it now!" 

 

A wry smile appeared at the corner of Ye Chen's mouth. This was a blew up by a strong fortune realm, so 

he could not be completely sure. 

 

Now he can only resign himself to his fate, only hoping to stop the ghost demon lord. 

 

The corpse demon lord laughed savagely, and now he no longer cares about life and death, and some 

are just endless resentment. 

 

The resentment towards Ye Chen is the greatest here, if it weren't for Ye Chen, how could they be so 

miserable. 

 

The figure of the ghost demon rushed towards Ye Chen frantically. 

 

Ye Chen stood motionless by the side, not because he didn't want to but couldn't! 

 



Once he leaves now, the Thousand Soldier Burst will never break out. 

 

Space-time soldiers and Hedao artifacts exude a terrifying aura in the void. 

 

Not only that, but the self-destructive breath of the Demon Lord Ghost also reached a critical point. 

 

At this moment, almost everyone was praying that Ye Chen could stop the Demon Lord Ghost! 

 

Ye Chen looked terrifying all over, and then roared: "Blow me!" 

 

At this moment, the Hedao artifact and the space-time soldiers exploded in an instant. 

 

boom! 

 

The scope of the explosion shook the mountains, like the end of the world. 

 

Everyone has a question in their hearts, what is the situation of the Demon Lord Ghost. 

 

This battle is about their lives! 

 

"Ah, you bastard!" 

 

At this time, Demon Lord Ghost rushed out from the explosion, his face was pale, like a lion in despair. 

 

Seeing the ghost demon lord rushing over, all the warriors' faces turned white, and no one thought that 

such a terrifying explosion, the ghost demon lord was still alive. 

 

It's just that the appearance of the demon lord is not much better now, the flesh and blood on his body 

have fallen. 



 

"boom!" 

 

The breath of the corpse demon king reached a peak and exploded at this moment! 

 

The frightening breath swept over, and Ye Chen hurriedly avoided. 

 

Even if the ghost demon Lord is seriously injured, the power of self-detonation cannot be 

underestimated. 

 

The moment the ghost demon king exploded, there was a scream from the martial artist who didn't 

know how many. 

 

Ye Chen lay on the ground and stood up hard, scarred, although the last moment, the ghost of the 

corpse was weak, but the power of the explosion was still too strong! 

 

Ye Chen turned his head and glanced, Yuan Long is not much better, I am afraid there is no way to 

continue fighting. 

 

If he wants to fight in his state, it is also extremely difficult, as long as he moves slightly, severe pain will 

come from all over his body. 

 

No matter what, the Ghost Demon Lord achieved his goal at the last moment. 

 

The warrior below didn't know how much he had died. Ye Chen took a look and found that Liang Xueyue 

and Ji Lin had nothing to do with him, so he was relieved. 

 

"Young Master, what should we do now?" 

 

Yuan Long stood up hard and came to Ye Chen's side. 

 



"Now I can only see the demon saint!" 

 

Ye Chen still believed in the strength of the demon saint. If facing the demon Lord Tiansha alone, the 

demon saint himself should be able to deal with it. 

 

"Tiansha Demon Lord, if you look back now, you still have a chance!" 

 

At this time, the demon saint stood in the void and spoke. 

 

Tiansha Demon Lord has fierce cheeks and a sneer at the corner of his mouth! 

 

Turn around? How could he look back now! 

 

The ghosts, the bloodthirsty, and the ghosts have all died in battle. How can he turn his head now? 

 

Tiansha Demon Lord laughed angrily, and then rushed towards Ye Chen regardless. 

 

At the moment Ye Chen is seriously injured, because he has no power to bind the chicken, so dealing 

with him couldn't be easier! 

 

Ye Chen's face changed drastically, and he didn't expect that Tiansha Demon Lord would rush towards 

him at a critical moment. 

 

The speed of Tiansha Demon Lord was too fast, Ye Chen had no way to resist. 

 

Ye Chen forcibly endured the pain and stood up, holding the Blood Demon Sword tightly in his hand! 

 

At this moment, he has no choice but to passively challenge! 

 

Even the master of the reincarnation cemetery has no chance! 



 

boom! 

 

The Demon Lord of Tiansha fell with a single blow, and Ye Chen directly blocked it with the Blood Demon 

Sword. 

 

The huge counter-shock force caused Ye Chen's entire figure to fly upside down At the moment of flying 

out, Ye Chen spit out a mouthful of blood. 

 

He wanted to stand up, but his bones seemed to fall apart. 

 

If you move slightly, you can feel severe pain. 

 

Now he has nothing to do, I am afraid that once someone else does it, he can't resist it at all. 

 

At this moment, Yuan Long came to Ye Chen and looked around vigilantly. 

 

At present, Tiansha Demon Lord's figure does not know where it is hidden, who knows when it will 

emerge. 

 

Since Ye Chen has joined the Killing Sect, Ye Chen is in danger now, so he naturally can't ignore it. 

 

"Ye Chen, you kill my brother, no matter what, you are destined to die today!" 

 

Tiansha Demon Lord hidden in the void and said with a sneer. 

 

Ye Chen's brow furrowed, he had no strength to resist at present. 

 

Even if Yuan Long was by his side, he was just facing the Demon Lord of the Devil, he was not an 

opponent at all. 



 

And Ye Chen didn't want to put his life in the hands of others. 

 

Ye Chen took out a bunch of healing pills and put it into his mouth, hoping to recover his injuries as soon 

as possible. 

 

It's just that his injury is too serious at the moment, even with healing pills, it won't be healed for a 

while. 

 

At this moment, the figure of the demon saint fell beside Ye Chen and took out a dark green pill. 

 

"This is the ancient Luo Shengdan, which can restore your injury instantly, there is only one in the 

world." 

 

Ye Chen took the pill in Demon Saint's hand and swallowed it into his abdomen. 

 

At this time, the pill was in his body, madly erupting, and his injuries continued to recover at a speed 

visible to the naked eye. 

 

In less than ten breaths, Ye Chen was already intact! 

 

"I'm not very sure about dealing with the Demon Lord Tiansha alone. He should have hidden means. Ye 

Chen, you and I will do it together, how about?" 

 

"I also want to see your strength." 

Chapter 1709: The seal is broken! 

 

At this time, the demon saint spoke directly. 

 

Ye Chen nodded slightly, now that he has recovered from his injury, he can continue to fight, and he 

must fight the Demon Lord Tiansha to the end. 



 

The Demon Lord Tiansha almost killed him just now! 

 

"Tiansha Demon Lord, are you still reluctant to change!" 

 

The demon saint stood in the void and suddenly blasted out with a fist. 

 

This fist went down and directly found out the Tiansha Demon Lord hiding in the dark. 

 

The demon Lord Tiansha appeared in the void and smiled sullenly. 

 

"Demon saint, tens of thousands of years ago, our four demons were defeated by you, today the seal 

will definitely be unlocked!" 

 

At this moment, Tiansha Demon Lord made a strange mark in his hand, and at this moment the entire 

palace was trembling constantly. 

 

boom! 

 

There was a silent sound, and the entire palace rose to the sky. 

 

"Demon saint, the mistakes made ten thousand years ago will never be made again now, just in case, we 

have already secretly arranged the formation!" 

 

The Demon Lord of the Gods laughed wildly, for this moment they have been waiting for tens of 

thousands of years, and they will be able to achieve it soon, and they can't wait to laugh up to the sky! 

 

At this time, the coffin of the demon saint exploded instantly, and a six-pointed star seal appeared at the 

bottom of the coffin. 

 



"I guess it's correct, the seal is suppressed under your coffin." 

 

As soon as Tiansha Demon Lord's voice fell, the figure rushed over frantically. 

 

Demon Saint's whole expression changed, and he hurriedly said, "Ye Chen, absolutely cannot let him 

break the seal!" 

 

Although Ye Chen didn't know what was being sealed, it was absolutely terrifying to see the eyes that 

the demon saint valued. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen rushed directly into the void with a stride, clenched the Blood Demon Sword in 

his hand, and slashed out with one sword. 

 

The demon saint came to the front of Tiansha Demon Lord at lightning speed, and blasted out with a 

fist. 

 

Two terrifying powers suddenly descended on the body of the Tiansha Demon Lord. 

 

"boom!" 

 

The horrible power broke out in an instant, but there was no change in the Tiansha Demon Lord. 

 

There was not even a trace of pain on his face! 

 

"This is a treasure made of basalt. It is indestructible. If you want to kill me, you are not qualified." 

 

Ye Chen frowned, and the treasure made by Xuanwu was like the defense of Xuanwu divine beasts, and 

the defense was extremely terrifying. 

 

It is very difficult to break through the defense of the Demon Lord in a short period of time! 



 

The current Tiansha Demon Lord is completely a human-shaped physical shield, and he is not afraid of 

Ye Chen's attack. 

 

"Years kill the sword!" 

 

The spiritual power in Ye Chen's body was vented without hesitation, and the Blood Demon Sword burst 

out with brilliant light. 

 

The power of the law of time burst out continuously, and slashed out crazy with one sword! 

 

boom! 

 

With a sword down, a terrifying aura erupted, but Tiansha Demon Lord had no resistance at all, and the 

ghostly figure came to Ye Chen. 

 

A palm hit Ye Chen's chest directly! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes condensed, and he backed away quickly! 

 

"The reaction speed is quite fast, not bad." 

 

After the words fell, the Demon Lord of the Devil appeared by Ye Chen's side again, pinching his fingers, 

and at this moment, Ye Chen rushed directly! 

 

Grab the foot of the Demon Lord Tiansha! 

 

Click! 

 

"Your strength is too weak!" 



 

boom! 

 

The endless devilish energy hit Ye Chen's chest, but instead of letting go, he held it tighter. 

 

"It's now!" 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen roared, and behind the Tiansha Demon Lord, the Demon Saint gathered a 

finger. 

 

This finger seemed to change the color of the heavens and the earth, and the spiritual power in the void 

crazily condensed on the fingers of the demon saint. 

 

boom! 

 

A finger fell suddenly at this moment, and dense cracks appeared in the entire palace. 

 

The entire palace is crumbling, as if it could collapse at any time! 

 

Huh! 

 

Tiansha Demon Lord spit out blood from his mouth, and his eyes were full of blood red. 

 

This blow was enough to cause the Tiansha Demon Lord to be injured. 

 

Tiansha Demon Lord wiped the blood from the corners of his mouth with his fingers. At this moment, Ye 

Chen had already loosened his legs and moved away from him. 

 

The blood in Ye Chen's body was surging, and he was uncomfortable at this moment, resisting the 

power of the Tiansha Demon Lord, ordinary people would have fallen. 



 

Fortunately, the power of Ye Chen's physical body was good, otherwise the bones would have fallen 

apart. 

 

The whole figure of Demon Lord Tiansha flew out and ran to the sealed place. 

 

At this moment, his speed has reached the limit, and now he must strive for every minute and every 

second. 

 

Ye Chen didn't hesitate, the figure flew out, clenching the Blood Demon Sword in his hand, and suddenly 

cut it out! 

 

boom! 

 

One sword slash did not cause any damage behind the evil demon king! 

 

"God and Demon Change!" 

 

Ye Chen whispered at the corner of his mouth. Although his speed is fast now, there is still a certain gap 

between him and the Demon Lord of Heaven! 

 

In an instant, Ye Chen transformed a Spirit Phoenix on top of his head, and the speed increased a bit 

again! 

 

Naruto! 

 

A pair of eagle claws of the Spirit Phoenix directly grabbed the clothes of Demon Lord Tiansha. 

 

"roll!" 

 



Tiansha Demon Lord yelled and slapped it! 

 

Click! 

 

The Spirit Phoenix is a bit weak! 

 

But it did not let go at the moment. 

 

Once let go, the monsters inside the seal will come out completely. 

 

I'm afraid everyone will be over by then! 

 

The demon saint came to the front of the demon Lord Tiansha, slapped into a giant hand in the sky, and 

fell suddenly. 

 

boom! 

 

The giant hand of the sky fell in an instant, and the whole figure of Demon Lord Tiansha fell to the 

ground. 

 

At this moment, he was covered with scars, but his eyes were full of determination. 

 

The demon saint fell beside Tiansha Demon Lord, a pair of immortal eyes staring at him. 

 

"Is it worth it? After being suppressed by me for tens of thousands of years, now the Three Demons are 

dead, and you are the only one left." 

 

A sneer appeared at the corner of Tiansha Demon's mouth. 

 

"Is it worth it? We were the best brothers, but you were suppressed for tens of thousands of years." 



 

"In the beginning, our four demons just wanted to gain powerful power. Is there anything wrong?" 

 

Ye Chen didn't speak on the side, and he didn't expect that the Demon Saint and the Four Demons still 

have this relationship. 

 

I am afraid that the suppression of Tiansha Demon Lord and their four demons is also because the 

demon sage thought of the old feelings at the beginning, otherwise it would have been completely 

wiped out long ago, and the future troubles will never be! 

 

"Hey!" 

 

The demon saint slightly sighed  and then said: "You must know that once it is released, it may cause 

indelible damage to the entire Lingwu Continent!" 

 

The demon Lord Tiansha smiled without saying a word, and the mocking expression in the corner of his 

mouth became stronger and stronger. 

 

"I treat sentient beings kindly, but how can these sentient beings treat our four demons kindly!" 

 

The evil demon lord laughed ferociously. 

 

Ten thousand years ago, they had cultivated demons in Lingwu Continent and everyone shouted and 

beat them, just like the rats crossing the street. 

 

Can someone treat them well? Some just want to kill them! 

 

Ye Chen was silent next to him, perhaps only he could empathize with the mood of Demon Lord Tiansha. 

 

When he came to the Lingwu Continent, how could he be called and beaten by everyone, treating him 

as a humble person. 



 

"Demon Saint, do you think you can successfully guard the seal?" 

 

At this moment, a strange smile appeared on the corner of Tiansha Demon Lord's mouth. At this 

moment, Ye Chen raised his head and looked at the seal, and another Tiansha Demon Lord appeared! 

 

What's happening here? 

 

Ye Chen felt dizzy in his mind, how could two people appear! 

 

"Hahaha, how strong are you, Demon Saint, for these tens of thousands of years, I have been 

suppressed by you, and have been cultivating the incarnation of Heaven!" 

 

This is what Tiansha Demon Lord has been preparing for and his last resort. 

 

He had already practiced the secret technique of Incarnation of Heaven, and he could cultivate a second 

self, but only had half the strength of the body. 

 

Even though he has only half the strength of the Demon Lord, it is enough to open the seal! 

 

"open!" 

 

At this moment, the second body of Tiansha Demon Lord slapped the seal of six awns! 

 

boom! 

 

The seal was opened, and the horror breath erupted madly! 

Chapter 1710: Blood Spirit Race and Soul Palace! 

 

Ye Chen had never felt that there would be such a depressed moment. 



 

There was an ominous premonition in his heart. 

 

Stabbed! 

 

The second body of Tiansha Demon Lord was directly crushed by the terrifying aura. 

 

The entire palace collapsed in an instant, like the end of the world! 

 

"This place, you can't stay longer, go!" 

 

At this time, the demon saint spoke directly and slapped the demon Lord Tiansha, who had no power to 

fight to death, now that the seal was opened, even as a demon saint, he was already powerless! 

 

The terrifying breath rushed straight into the sky, and above the sky of the Demon Saint Secret Realm, a 

depressed breath came. 

 

Boom! 

 

The palace began to collapse, and the warriors flew around. Ye Chen hugged Ji Lin and took Liang 

Xueyue and Chen Feng away. 

 

Originally, Ye Chen planned to take everyone away, but the voice of Demon Saint came from his ears. 

 

"Ye Chen, follow me, I will take you to a place!" 

 

The words of the demon saint made Ye Chen follow directly without any hesitation. 

 

At this moment, the scene had already formed a mess, and the warriors fled around, completely 

becoming chaotic. 



 

Ye Chen has been following the demon saint, and now he has come to Xia Di, this is the crater where the 

fire dragon is located! 

 

The demon saint stood in the void, a handprint suddenly shot out. 

 

The lava inside the volcano erupted and a fire dragon rose into the sky. 

 

Originally, the look of the fire dragon's anger, the first time he saw the demon saint, his eyes became 

gradually moist. 

 

Roar! 

 

The fire dragon made a hoarse voice, and the demon saint came to the fire dragon and stroked its head 

slightly. 

 

"Open the barrier!" 

 

As soon as the demon saint's voice fell, the fire dragon rose into the sky, and a fiery flame sprayed into 

the crater. 

 

Ye Chen could see that a simple gate appeared in front of them! 

 

The demon saint opened the door and walked in. Ye Chen followed closely and rushed inside. 

 

As soon as he entered, Ye Chen realized that there was no heaven in it! 

 

Surrounded by birds and flowers, there is a wooden house next to a waterfall. 

 

It seems that this is where the demon saint used to retreat! 



 

"Ye Chen, you come in with me, I want to tell you something!" 

 

The demon saint walked into the wooden house and asked Liang Xueyue and the others to wait outside 

first. 

 

Ye Chen followed in and found that there was only one bed and two bamboo chairs inside. 

 

At this moment, the demon saint sat on the bamboo chair and motioned Ye Chen to sit down. 

 

"Ye Chen, in my current state, I can't hold on for long. There are some things that I need to tell you." 

 

At this time, Ye Chen looked up and found that there was no blood on the face of Demon Saint. 

 

Originally, his body was full of blood, but now he is like an old man about to come to an end. 

 

The dry arm seemed to be broken at any time. 

 

Seeing this scene, Ye Chen didn't say much, the demon saint's powerhouse for tens of thousands of 

years can now survive, probably for some reason. 

 

Being able to survive is not really resurrecting from the dead, but to use the last trace of one's soul. 

 

"In fact, the guys under the seal are not threatening me, but the entire Lingwu Continent." 

 

"Even Kunlun Xu behind you." 

 

Ye Chen was startled slightly, he didn't even think that the demon saint would even know Kunlun Xu! 

 



But what exactly is this so-called threat? 

 

"Now that the seal has been broken, those guys will come out soon." 

 

"Damn it! If I had known this, I should destroy the Soul Palace and the Blood Spirit Race!" 

 

Ye Chen heard the Soul Palace and the Blood Spirit Race with an extremely strange expression. 

 

His biggest enemies in Lingwu Continent are probably these two forces. 

 

Now these two forces are not good, why are they sealed underneath? 

 

But right now, this demon saint obviously did not allow Ye Chen to interrupt his words. 

 

"I have guarded the seal for hundreds of thousands of years. I didn't expect that after all, I still didn't 

protect the seal, and the time is dead!" 

 

"Ye Chen, I can tell you with certainty that the Soul Palace and Blood Spirit Race in Lingwu Continent are 

far less simple than you think!" 

 

"These two forces have been dormant, and the conspiracy they brewed far exceeds everything!" 

 

"And what is sealed in the secret realm is an existence called the Blood Soul Race!" 

 

Ye Chen heard the blood soul clan frown, and couldn't help but curiously said: "You don't want to say, 

this blood soul clan is the soul hall and blood spirit clan..." 

 

Before he finished speaking, the demon saint said: "Exactly!" 

 



"In the ancient times, the leader of the Soul Palace and the Blood Spirit Race, before the conflict, the 

Blood Soul Race was extremely powerful." 

 

"The current blood spirit race and soul hall are not as powerful as one percent of the blood soul race." 

 

"You can also understand that the Blood Soul Race has nurtured the current Blood Soul Race and Soul 

Palace!" 

 

"If one day, the two forces unite again, I am afraid it will be a nightmare for the entire Lingwu 

Continent!" 

 

"However, if the seal is lifted, the strongest person of the Blood Soul Race may not come out 

immediately! You still have time!" 

 

The demon saint sighed slightly, and he used all the things he had spent his life to protect, and finally 

broke open, his mood can be imagined. 

 

Ye Chen didn't have any expression on his face, but he was already shocked in his heart. 

 

Originally, he thought it was a monster or a terrifying monster who knew it was a blood soul clan! 

 

Ye Chen doesn't know how strong the blood soul clan is, but looking at the demon saint's cautious 

appearance, I am afraid that the overall strength far exceeds everything he understands. 

 

"Senior, you know, my strength is humble and I can't bear the heavy responsibility!" 

 

Although Demon Saint didn't say anything, Ye Chen had already guessed it. 

 

His strength is only a small Hunyuan realm, so that he can deal with the blood soul race, completely 

idiotic. 

 



The sky is falling, and there is a tall man against it, he doesn't believe that those top forces will ignore it. 

 

Why did the Blood Soul Race come out? It is nothing more than resources and benefits! 

 

Ye Chen saw all this thoroughly! 

 

He didn't want to be a hero and savior, he just wanted to protect the people around him! 

 

"Ye Chen, I'm calling you over. I don't want you to fight against the strong right now. I only hope to fight 

one or two when you are capable." 

 

"Evil in this world is naturally good!" 

 

The demon saint stood up, bending over to Ye Chen unexpectedly, with a pleading look. 

 

His time is running out, and he has no ability to continue guarding. 

 

Ye Chen's face was slightly moved, and a demon saint powerhouse's worship was not for him, but for 

the common people of Lingwu Continent. 

 

"If I can, I will help!" 

 

Ye Chen sighed helplessly, the Blood Demon Sword in his hand was equivalent to obtaining the 

inheritance of the Demon Saint. 

 

Now Demon Saint's request, he can't help but agree! 

 

"Ye Chen, I know that you have complaints against the warriors of Lingwu Continent, but good and evil 

are in your thoughts." 

 



"How about my four brothers back then!" 

 

The demon saint flashed a bitter smile. At the beginning, the five people turned into enemies, and the 

four chose to become demons. The demon saint suppressed the four brothers alone, and the pain in his 

heart could be imagined. 

 

"Now my time is running out, part of the heritage is here!" 


